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Introduction

Understanding how the nuclei ae react with other nuclei is one of the fundamental goals
of nuclear physics. Elastic and inelastic nucleus-nucleus scattering has been studied for
years to extract information on the nuclear structure and different aspects of the nuclear
reactions. The other interesting topic is a manifestation of the quarks in the reactions.
In high energy interactions quarks and gluons received high transverse momentum ae
observed as jets of hadrons. At lower energies the jet production cross section becomes
extraordinary small, and the jets have not been registered at experimental studies until
now. At the same time it is known that reactions with participation of the 'e nucleus can
not be described quite well within the framework of standard nuclear physics. In paper by
L.G.Dakno and N.N.Nikolaev [1] it was assumed and shown that 12% admixture of twelve
quark bag configuration in the ground state wave function of the He nucleus allows one
to understand the irregularities of proton -'He elastic scattering at high energies. We
returned to the hypothesis in our previous paper [2], and have shown that it really gives
an opportunity to describe p 'He-scattering in a wide energy range. In present paper we
continue our study, and consider d He elastic scattering.

Experimental data on the d 4 He elastic scattering at the Iaboratory momentum of 19.8
GeV/c were presented in Ref. [3]. They were analyzed in the framework of the Glauber
theory [4, 5]. The key quantities of the theory are characteristics of NN elastic scattering
amplitude and parametrization of the ground state wave function of the He nucleus. In
Ref. [3] it was chosen the simplest gaussian parametrization of the wave function. The
NN characteristics were considered as the fitting parameters. As a result, a of these hid
a big discrepancy between the experimental data and calculations with real parameters.
We show it in the next Sec. where the main technical details of our calculations are given.
Inclusion of the twelve quark bag state of the He nucleus in the calculation scheme and
manifestation of the state in the elastic scattering is considered in Sec. 2. In the last Sec.
we summarize our results.

1 Calculation of d He elastic cross section

The Glauber amplitude of nucleus-nucleus scattering has a form [6, 7, 8]:

FABi(qJ= ip7Jdb Wqr(0 

A 
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where b is the impact parameter, p is the momentum of the projectile nucleus, A~ 4%
and ik( 4{f ae the initial and final states wave functions of the projectile and the target
nucleus, respectively, y is the NN elastic scattering amplitude in the impact param~eter
representation. In high energy physics it is often parametrized as:

,y() =, ei-12BN (3)

where fi = LTN$ ( - iaNVr) / (4IrBNN), o% is the NN total cross section, BNN is the
slope parameter of the NN differential elastic cross section at zero momentum transfer,



aNN - the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the NN elastic scattering amplitude at
zero momentum transfer.

The elastic nucleus-nucleus differential cross section is determined as

a-Q-= IFAI 12 ~~~~~~~~(4)

To take into account all terms of the expansion of the product in Eq. (2), one can
represent each term like that shown in Fig. 1, where the circles correspond to the
interacting nuclei, the black and white points - to the nucleons, the solid lines - to the
interactions between nucleons.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the multiple scattering terms

Using the diagrams, one can calculate how many the diagrams of whatever type are.
It is pure combinatorical problem which can be solved with a help of the graph theory.
In the graph theory the diagrams of Fig. 1 are called bi-colored labelled graphs. This
graphs can be represented with the help of an adjacency matrix. The adjac~ency matrix

D= dij] of a labelled graph G is a matrix of order A x B in which d = if pointsi
and j ae adjacent (are connected with a line) and d 0 in other case. By the other
way, the graph can be represented by the set of crossing points of A horizontal and B
vertical lines with dark circles in the places corresponding to the elements dij = 1. This
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representation is called net graph representation. We will refer to the net graphs as the
scattering diagrams.

Each term in the expansion of Eq. (2) has a form

-(4&4'BI II (-Y(g - 9j + A)) I4¾)B(5
U,kI
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Because it can be represented by a graph G or by the corresponding matrix D we will
consider the term as a graph function g~) The scattering amnplituder t AB now can be
re-written as

A (6)

where summation runs on the set of all nonisomorphic graphs. Rom the graph theory we
have that the combinatorial coefficient at the function of graph G, with I-components,
kibelonging to one class of isomorphism, 1c2 to another class, etc., ( = k1 + Ic2 +* ± kc1)
is equal to

HP A! x

B. n!)I AB ( ~J) (7)
(ni!)ki (n2 !)k2 (n)" B nk 1)! Yj S(G I

where mj and flj are the numbers of the points of the sets A and B, respectively, in
the component belonging to the i-th class of isomorphism, and S(Gj) is the number of
symmetries of this component.

In the case of the elastic d 4 H1e scattering the D's matrices will be

0 0 00 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(100 )( I I I )( 10011 11I0) II000)

HI,=8 H2 =12 HI = 4 14 = 12 H5 = 8

1 0 00 )( 010 )(00 00) 1 0 
H6 24 HT=24 18 = 2 H11=24H1 8

Hi, = 6 H112 =24 H13 =6 H14 =8 15= 24

0 1 1 0 1 11 111( 1 11 I 

H121 =

At A =2 and B = 4 the amplitude FAB given by Eq. (1) is

F2 4 (qj = ipf d eff~b (8)
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j=1 k=1

Introducing the distance between the nucleons in the deuteron, 9f= (z, if), and 9, = ='

9/2 we have

r(J) = (4444ie11 - Ii -7(g ++)7 g + in))4e) (10)

and

=24 t- fd2b:645 [1 I - g+f) ( (

4
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For the square module of lbd we use the following parametrization [1],

j~d(r 2=3 -$

P~d(~I = Wi We 4¶ (12)

y = 225(GeV/c)2 , WI = 0.178/(4ryl)312,

72 = 45(GeV/C)2, W2 = 0.287/(4ry 2) 3/2,

-y3 = 25(GeV/C)2 , W2 = 0.535/(4ry 3 )3 -/2.

The square module of 4 1ve was taken as [1]

JO(Fl f4 = (27r)3 pbc ( i) Wl('i). (13)

We accept the two following parametrizations of W(r-)

(I) ~p(rj = ep-'R

(1-I) wo(rl = exp[-f' 2/R 2] + D~exp[-r2/.j - (1 + DI - D 2)eXP[-_ 2 /14.

The parameters ae given in Table 1.

Table 1: Values of used parameters (from [1)
DijD 2

(GeV/c) 2 (GeV/C)-2 (GeV/C)-2

51.01
II 62.06 19.0 10.13 3.79+0-.31

We will use a general form for the function W as

Cie""A2. ~~~~~~(14)
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in the Eq. (13) pc: is the normalization constant given in the Ref. [2]. Substituting
the Eqs. (12), (13) and (14) in the Eq. (11) we have

4;c±(qwccccbfeddbE t b [i fi (+ -46 +4)( 1-4+ i-i- 4))] (1 e -Th d -fi KI't~ida (15

s,=1 tj=-5p=1

21p3 Nr

F,4q~ - ~ Z Z Z Wil~ia~ia~i4G4d 1) ed A[eI - - +dta '7)

2ir i =I,i=d-25 _ti I 4etIAI .

(see for detailstIAI=ea i2(18
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2
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The rulbth mlt interatogserf.i[3] iting

2'r n= doi11ri2p1=12

=det-jAjGq e' + N7J (19)

1 + ij~dj 0 0 -i t d215



where p is the laboratory momentum of the He, n =Zr. Zd/1373, ZHe, Z are the
charge of He and d respectively, 8 = is the He velocity in the laboratory system

4) = 2n ln(1.06/ajql); G(q') = GHe) Gd(q2). (20)

GHe(t) is the 4He form factor, and Gd(t) is the deuteron form factor,

Gd() 4 0.34e514 + 0.58e 41 + 0.08e154~

To perform the calculations one needs the NN elastic scattering amplitude parameters.
A large number of publications both theoretical and experimental have been devoted to
processes the values of the parmeters. We take the values of the parameters - aNN,
aNN and BNN as follows: al and aNN were taken from the compilations [9] and 10],
respectively. BNN was estimated [2] using ojtN and aelN taken form the compilation [9].
We call the set of the parameters as set A. Other set of the values (set B) was taken
from the paper by V.V.Avdeichikov [3], where the parameters were obtained at fitting the
experimental data on 4He d elastic scattering.
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cross section calculated with the simplest parametrization I and set A. The bottom figure
presents the ratio of two calculations with parametrization 11 and I. As seen, the difference
between the calculations is at the level of 3%. It is much smaller than the difference
between the experimental data and the calculations. Thus in the following we will use
only the parametrization I for simplicity.

The differential cross sections calculated with two sets of the NN amplitude paramne-
ters A and B in a comparison with the experimental data [3] axe shown in figure 3. As
one can see, the set B reproduces the data quite well. At the same time it is failed to
describe the other reactions like p He scattering. The set A leads to a big disagreement
with the experimental data especially at large values of the momentum transfer t. So, the
main problem of the analysis is a choice of the NN parameters.

- d- 4He

> ~PL= 19.8 Gev
a)

0 2

b 10

0.00o 'O.05 0.10 0 .1i5

-t (GeV/c) 2

Figure 3: The He d differential cross sections at Pi = 19.8GeV/c. Points are the experi-
mental data [3]. Solid and dashed lines are our calculations using the set of values B and
A, respectively.

In Ref. [11] the deutron - deutron scattering at momentum 8.9 GeV/c was analyzed.
The authors used two sets of the NN-parameters presented in the table 2 as C and D sets.
Both sets allowed to describe the dd-scattering quite well (see Ref. 11]).
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Table 2: The NN-amplhtude parameter sets used in the calculations

FNN 
0
J6 a

0
NP UNN BNN aNN

mb nImb nib mib ___c _2

12 41.67 42.04 41.86 7.39 -0.33
Bf__ 41 7.9 --0.55
C_U _ __ __ 42.4 6.3 -0.43

__ ___ __________42.4 7.3 --0.43

As seen from Fig. 4 both sets give a satisfactory description of the He p elastic
scattering except the region of large t.

102~~~~~~~~1

~~.. 1e~~~~ **e~S e 0 Exp. Data

-o

0.0 0.1i 0.2

-t (eV/c) 2

Figure 4: The differentia 4TH p elastic scattering at PL = 17.8 GeV/c. Points are the
experimental data [12]. Lines are our calculations with the different sets of NN-amplitude
parameters.

The differential cross sections of the 'He di elastic scattering calculated with the sets
C and D axe shown in Fig. 5 in a comparison with the experimental data [3]. As seen, we
have a big disagreement with the data in the region of the diffraction minimum and also
in the region of small momentum transfer t with the set D. Inverse situation takes place
with the set C, the calculation are above the experimental data at small t and above the
data at large t.
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of the 12q bag quark state in the ground state of the He nucleus. The values of the 12q
bag weight was estimated in our previous paper 2] as w1,= 10.5%.

Fd,12, amplitude can be estimated as d p one

Ed p 3±Wd2b ig

'YN,l2 q(- 9)7N,1I2q &~+ e47 Pr. (22)

Using the gaussian parametrization for the nucleon - 12q bag scattering amplitude

N,2(b) = ____ 2 23
YN1 4irBl2q e2t 23

all intergations in the Eq. (22) can be done exactly. In particular,

1 3~~~~1 _ep 2
12q+=IdbW-N,,( J !2e " ctdz

4ff B2q 2b, + 71) 2Be2 expY '5 2
12 +71

4- Oj2q (81qjf 8r~B, 0y 2B2 t2 1-Y 'lAe

exBp ~2B ±71)Y (4 ," +yirez 1d
- 2ff7102q (Br)q +j)4-jrI db6exp 2-B(

2 Bl2+ 'Y]. 24

The second is given as

Fd 12q f d be43b7N,12q(b- j)YN,12 q (b+ j) d~r
- ~~ 2 ~ j~~-(~d 2

_ I [1 ~21 iob2 12g el12q e~d

4 1Bq d be~4 _ B,2 +7ew ep `2j d sdz

{ 12 2 r 4B2q71ff'\Yj _,
- p (A~~b'~;- 1. x.eOjdAd

\44B,] j," kB,2q +7yj (Btqff)e-12

(Ori2q) 2 7 c1¼4e (25)

4ff (B12q + 71j)
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The di 12q bag amplitude will be

. 3 I.B12_N_ _ __r

W1 (r7 ) vri[e4 ~ (a 2q)2 yi ct2Qq2 (6

The values of the nucleon-12q bag amplitude parameters were estimated in the Ref. 2]:
Wl2q = 10.5%, a412 = 34mb and B12, = 23 (GeV) -2t These values have been used with
the parameter set C for the calculations of the differential cross section with and without
the 12q bag admixture shown in Fig. 5. One can see that when the 12q bag admixture
is included in the calculations it gives a good description of the data at small and large
values of t. The discrepancy between the calculations and the experimental data in the
region 0.09 • 1t < 0.13 (GeV/c) 2 can be erased at taking into account the D-wave of
the deuteron [5].

Conclusion

1. Within the framework of the Glauber theory it is impossible to describe simultane-
ously the p He and di 'He elastic scattering cross sections using the same set of the
NN-amplitude parameters.

2. The 12q bag admixture to the ground state of the He nucleus manifests itself in
the di "He elastic scattering in all region of the momentum transfer. At small t the
effect can be at the level of 10 %. At large t it can be 30 %.

3. To study the effect at an experiment it is needed to measure the di 'He elastic cross
section with absolute normalization accuracy better than 10 %.
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Mocwnmem A. M., YXHHCKHii B. B. E2-2002-199
[IpostwleHue COCT03HHS I12-napKconoro m~eiUia ampa 4He
B ynpyrom d 4He-pacceaHnhl

Anasrn3wtpyeTcsi yrtpyroe 4He d-paccete rnpH llmflYJhce 19,8 rvsBlc B pam~ax
rniay6eportcKofl TeopHHi. AmrUIHTylia pacceAHnsi HarlneHa UpH HCIIOJlb3OBaHHH pa3-
JI4,H'Ix 3HaqeHHHi apame-rpoB HYKCJIOH-HyKCJIOHHoHl amflulTyULI H4 flH HCriOJn,3O-

BaHHII UOTHOCTH4 supa 4He B Bilge cyneprHO3H4HmH ayccilaOB. floKa3aHlo, 'ITO He-
BO3MOX(HO oXIHoBpemeHHO OiIHCaTb ce'ieHHA ynIpyrnX p 4He- d4 He-pacceAHnti
ripH HCfl0JIEh3OBaHHH oaiHoro H T0o )e Ha6opa napam~eTpoe NN-amEUIHTyJ~hI. YqeT
B pac,4e-ax nipiiecH 1 2-KapKonoro m1UIK B OCHOBHOM COCT02HHII Ampa 'He no-
3BOJI1AeT BOCIIOH3BeCTH4 3KCiIepHMeHTabfHbie aie 1ocTaT0MH0 XOPOmUo. floKa-
3aHo, WIO lpHMeCL IIpOMBJb1CTC B ynpyrom d "He-pacce3aHil n~pH BceX nepeiaiax
limnyJibca. flp4 Manjub t frjeKT moxeT 61ATI Ha ypoBHe - 10 %, rUpm 6onhurnx
t - rIopsuxKa 30 %.

Pa6oTa bIrtOJIHella Jla6opaTopml HH4)opmatilHBX TeXHtOJ1OrHi OHAIH

Coofwernie O6ieQerom HHTTr AJIepibLx EccnegoBati. aly6Ha. 2002

Mosallem A. M., Uzhinskii V. V. E2-2002- 199
Manifestation of 12-Quark Bag State
of "He Nucleus in Elastic d 4He Scattering

The 4He d elastic scattering at the momentum of 19.8 GeV/c is analyzed
in the framework of the Glauber theory. The scattering amplitude was evaluated
using different sets of values of the nucleon-nucleon amplitude parameters
and the 4He density function as a superposition of the Gaussian functions. It is
shown that it is impossible to describe simultaneously the pHe and d 4He elastic
scattering cross sections using the same set of the NN-amplitude parameters. In-
clusion of the twelve-quark bag admixture to the ground state of the 4He nucleus
in the calculations allows one to reproduce the experimental data quite well. It is
shown that the admixture manifests itself in the d He elastic scattering
in the whole region of the momentum transfer. At small t the effect can be
at the level of - 10 %. At large t it can be - 30 %.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Information
Technologies, JINR.
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